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Anabela Mesquita is Professora Adjunta at ISCAP (School of Accountancy and Administration of Porto). Since 2007 she is the Vice Dean of ISCAP. She is also Member of the Agoritmi Center at Universidade do Minho. Her research interests include Knowledge and Innovation Management, Impact of Information Systems in Organization, Life Long Learning at Higher Education level and e-learning. She has been involved in several European and National research projects. She has published numerous papers in various international journals and Conference Proceedings. She serves as Member of the Editorial Board and referee for the IGI Global. She also serves as Associate Editor of the Information Resources Management Journal and is the Editor in Chief of the International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction. She serves as referee of the Journal of Cases of Information Technology. She has also been evaluator and reviewer for European Commission projects.

* * *

Astrid Lange, born in 1980 in Bernau, Germany, studied Psychology (Diploma) at the University Potsdam. Since October 2007 she is employed as Scientific Assistant at the Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus. She examines student’s entrepreneurial intentions within the research project “Mobilization of female innovative entrepreneurial potential in the area of technology (MobIU)”, public funded by the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology and the European Social Fund. Her engagement in the EXIST-III - project “Development of a Workshop for Entrepreneurial and Team Competence for Diverse Disciplines and Start-up Teams”, public funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Technology and the European Social Fund, focuses on qualification of potential entrepreneurs. Her trainings include topics as creativity and idea generation, team building, and career management. Working on her PhD, she investigates the “subjective beliefs regarding entrepreneurship”.

Calvin Lee is one of the co-founders of the consultancy firm Genuince which specializes in Enterprise Architecture and Business Process Modelling. He is always interested in finding ways to help organizations implement their strategy and projects in an integral manner. In this role he has worked for different governmental organizations and has been invited for guest lectures and written several articles. Since January 2009 he is the Managing Director of TeamSupport. A company that markets a fully web-based application to support brainstorm and group meetings anywhere and anytime. With this tool and our facilitation services we will introduce the world how simple it is to make organizations’ collaboration efforts more creative, sustainable and of greater value.
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Célia Tavares is a graduate in Specialized Translation and Interpretation from the School of Accounting and Administration of Oporto (ISCAP) and has a Master in Multimedia in Education by University of Aveiro (Portugal). Professionally works since 2005 in PAOL - Unit for Innovation in Education. PAOL is a unit held in ISCAP that is entirely dedicated to the development and research in the e/b-learning field. Along with this activity, she is also an Assistant Lecturer at ISCAP, teaching “Technical English” and “English for Accounting”. The author has also several publications/communications in the e/b-learning area, as well as in the e-portfolios area.

Cher Ping Lim (PhD) is Professor of Education in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Hong Kong Institute of Education. He has been the chief investigator of several major research projects that include: (1) Effective Integration of IT in Singapore Schools: Pedagogical and Policy Implications, (2) Supporting E-discussions and e-sharing with New Technologies in Learning Communities, (3) Digital Curricular Literacies, and (4) 3D Multi-User Virtual Environments in Schools. He has also provided consultancy services to the World Bank, World Links, UNESCO, Inter-American Development Bank, World Bank, World Links, Microsoft, ACER Computers, schools and the Government of Barbados and Oman.

Corrado lo Storto is an Associate Professor in Economics and Engineering Management with the University of Naples Federico II (Italy) where he teaches Business Management and Project and Innovation Management. He holds a Laurea in Aeronautical Engineering, an MBA and a PhD in Science of Industrial Innovation. He is the Chair of the Chapter of the Technology Management Council in the Italian IEEE Section. His research and professional interests include technology transfer, innovation and knowledge management, technology planning, new product development, risk management and project valuation, and on these topics he has published several papers in international journals and conference proceedings.

Diego E. Uribe Larach is a creativity consultant and specialist with a Master’s degree in Creativity from the International Center for Studies in Creativity, State University of New York, Buffalo State. He is the head of IDEMAX consulting and works as a trainer and facilitator of Creativity, Creative Problem-Solving (CPS), the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY methodology, change leadership, and innovation methods for both profit and non-profit organizations such as: Xerox, IBM, Taca Airlines, Buffalo State College, the Western NY Green Economy initiative, Spark Labs, Unilever, Kraft Foods, Albright Knox Art Gallery, Canal 13, MBA UC Santiago, Chile, MBA UAI Santiago, Chile, and Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile. Diego is also a Fulbright scholar and an adjunct professor at the International Center for Studies in Creativity and lecturer at the Master de Innovación, Universidad Adolfo Ibañez, Chile. His research work focuses on the opportunities and challenges of the marriage between digital technologies and creative behavior/expression.

Duarte Gomes is Associate Professor and coordinator of Work and Organizational Psychology Unit of the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, University of Coimbra. He holds a PhD in Psychology, Work and Organizational Psychology - University of Coimbra, 1990. Pre-graduate and post-graduate teaching activity in work and organizational psychology area. National Coordinator of the European Master on Work, Organizational, and Personnel Psychology (WOP-P), supported by the European Commission through the Erasmus Mundus Programme. Organizational culture and leadership are his main research interests. Author of various books, book chapters and scientific papers.
Fernando Cardoso de Sousa. President of the Executive Board of APGICO, holds a PhD in Organizational Behaviour and is the director of the Marketing and Research Unit - GAIM (www.gaim.pt), the Portuguese Creativity and Innovation Association - APGICO (www.apgico.pt), and of the M.A. in Human Resource Management, and BsC. In Real Estate Management courses at the INUAF, Loule, Portugal. Guest speaker in universities and companies in, he is author of books and articles on subjects like creativity, innovation, leadership, human resources, psychology and military sociology. His latest book in Portuguese is “Leading groups in complex problem solving”. Consultant of companies in human resources and organizational behaviour, he was recently awarded the “Excellence in Innovation Award”, at the 3rd International India Innovation Summit, in Mumbai (http://www.3is.biz/about_new.html).

Graham Horton studied Computer Science at the University of Erlangen, Germany, obtaining his Masters degree (“Diplom”) in 1989. He obtained his PhD in Computer Science in 1991 and his “Habilitation” in 1998 at the same university, both in the field of simulation. Since 2001, he is Professor for Simulation at the Computer Science department of the University of Magdeburg. His research interests include state-space-based simulation of stochastic systems and computer-supported methods for ideation and innovation processes. He has been teaching the Idea Engineering course to students from a wide variety of study programs for five years. He is also one of the founders of the Zephram corporation, a consultancy which specializes in the early stages of the innovation process.

Greg Hearn is Research Professor in the Creative Industries Faculty at QUT. His work focuses on applications development and evaluation of new technologies and services in the creative industries. He has been involved in high level consulting and applied research examining new media and industry/ organisational forms for more than two decades, with organisations including British Airways, Hewlett Packard, and Australian and international agencies. He was a consultant to the Broadband Services Expert Group, the national policy group that formulated Australia’s foundational framework for the internet in 1994. In 2005 he was an invited member of a working party examining the role of creativity in the innovation economy for the Australian Prime Minister’s Science Engineering and Innovation Council. He has authored or co-authored over 20 major research reports and a number of books including The knowledge economy handbook (2005: Edward Elgar) and Knowledge Policy: Challenges for the 21st Century (2008: Edward Elgar).

Gwendolyn L. Kolfschoten is an assistant Professor at Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. She is an experienced facilitator of thinkLets-based Group Support System workshops having worked with numerous public and private organizations. Her research focuses on collaboration support, both from a technical and from a social perspective. She developed the first example of Computer Supported Collaboration Engineering (CACE) technology – an integrated support suite to assist collaboration engineers in process design, and she co-developed the Collaboration Engineering approach to collaboration process design. She has organized successful minitracks and tutorials at HICSS for the past four years. Her research has been presented at HICSS, CRIWG, AMCIS, EE and GDN conferences and has been published in the Journal of Management Information Systems, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, Journal of the AIS, Computers and Education and Group Decision and Negotiation.

Ileana Pardal Monteiro holds a PhD in Organizational Psychology and is a board member of Apgico (www.apgico.pt). She is an assistant professor of the Management, Hotel and Tourism School (ESGHT)
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of the University of Algarve. She is the author of publications in the area of Organizational Behaviour, leadership, organizational creativity and innovation, creative problem solving and research methodology. She published recently the Portuguese book “Leading groups in complex problem solving”. She worked in Human Resources Management in the Directorate-General of Public Administration.

John F. Cabra is an Assistant Professor at the International Center for Studies in Creativity. He was a former operations manager for American Airlines in Buffalo, New York. He has also held internal consulting positions for American Airlines in the fields of training and development, employee relations, and organizational development for its Miami, Caribbean, and Latin America division. Before joining American, John was a bilingual training and organizational development specialist for Fisher-Price Toys. As an external consultant, John designed and presented programs on leadership and creativity for organizations such as IBM, Cadbury Schweppes, DDI, Kraft Foods, United Airlines, ConAgra Foods, Greatbatch, The Consortium of College and University Media Centers, Chilean Travel and Tourism Association, Boehringer Maanheim, Quaker Oats, University of Rochester, Hyatt Aruba, Transitions Optical, and El Dorado Bogotá International Airport Authority. John has presented his work in 22 countries. John’s research interests are organizational creativity, perceptions of creativity across cultures and the efficacy of 3D virtual platforms in the classroom. He has published articles in U.S. and Latin American business journals. He serves as an editorial board member of Creatividad y Sociedad, a creativity journal published at the University of Barcelona, Spain. He holds a PhD in Organizational Psychology from the University of Manchester, England, and a MS in Creativity and Change Leadership from the State University of New York, Buffalo State College.

Joshua Fairchild is a graduate student in the Industrial and Organizational Psychology doctoral program at The Pennsylvania State University. He received his bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of Connecticut, and has worked in institutional research at Southern Connecticut State University. His primary research areas include creativity and innovation management, leadership, and teamwork, and the integration of technology in these areas is a chief pursuit.

Lee Yong Tay is the Head of Department for Research and concurrent Head of Department for Information Communication Technology in Beacon Primary School, one of the Future Schools in Singapore. He has been actively involved in the integration of ICT into the school curriculum for the past decade. He obtained his PhD from Edith Cowan University, Western Australia. He also has a degree of Master of Arts in Instructional Design and Technology from the National Institute of Education, Singapore. His current research interest are in the areas of ICT integration into the curriculum, educational use of Multi-User Virtual Environment to re-engage academically at-risk students in academically related tasks and activities, and the use of ICT tools to facilitate the learning of higher-order thinking.

Leonor Cardoso is an Assistant Professor and member of Work and Organizational Psychology Unit of the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences – University of Coimbra. She holds a PhD in Psychology, Work and Organizational Psychology, University of Coimbra, 2004. Her professional activity relates to pre-graduate and post-graduate teaching activity in work and organizational psychology area. She is the Vice-Coordinator of the European Master on Work, Organizational and Personnel Psychology (WOP-P), supported by the European Commission through the Erasmus Mundus Programme. Knowledge management and its relationships with other organizational variables (e.g. organizational performance,
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total quality and human resources management, organizational cooperation and commitment) are her main research interests. She is the author of various book chapters and scientific papers.

**Lily Cushenbery** is a graduate student in Industrial and Organizational Psychology at the Pennsylvania State University. Her research areas include leader error recovery and malevolent creativity. Lily is also a research assistant at the International Center for the Study of Terrorism and has managed several research studies and applied projects. She has been an author for several articles and book chapters in the areas of leadership and innovation.

**Luciana Oliveira** is graduated in Assistance Management by the School of Accounting and Administration of Oporto (ISCAP) and has a Master in Multimedia by Faculty of Engineering of Oporto (Portugal). Professionally works since 2005 in PAOL - Unit for Innovation in Education. PAOL is a unit held in ISCAP that is entirely dedicated to the development and research in the e/b-learning field. She is the author of several publications/communications in the e/b-learning area, particularly in the Learning Design domain.

**Manuel Moreira da Silva** is a lecturer at School of Accounting and Administration of Porto - IPP, in the Department of Languages and Cultures. He has also taught at the School of Management and Industrial Studies (ESEIG) and has collaborated as invited teacher with New University of Lisbon (FSCH – UNL). He is the Coordinator of Multimedia Language Centre and a member of the executive board of PAOL, Unit for Innovation in Education. Since 2005, he is a researcher at INESC Porto, in its the Manufacturing Systems Unit (UESP), in the area of Enterprise Cooperation Networks, and, since 2007, a researcher with CINAMIL, the Military Academy Research Centre.

**Marc B. Stierand** is a Senior Lecturer at the Academy of Hotel & Facility Management at NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences. His research is focused on two main areas: the first is concerned with the phenomenological modelling of lived experiences of creativity; and the second is concerned with managing creativity in an organizational context. One of his most recent studies includes the phenomenological modelling of culinary innovation for which he has interviewed 19 of the world’s best chefs. Another focuses on the introduction of slowness as a notion in organizations. Marc has authored several journal papers and conference papers. He holds an honours degree in Hospitality Management from the University of Brighton, a masters degree in Business Economics from the International University of Applied Sciences Bad Honnef – Bonn, a postgraduate certificate in research methodology, and a PhD in Management Science both from the University of Strathclyde.

**Milan Radosavljevic** is director of postgraduate programmes and director of MSc Project Management in the School of Construction Management and Engineering, University of Reading. He sits on ARCOM Committee and holds editorship of ARCOM newsletter. He serves as Vice-Chairman of CIRIA Construction Process Advisory Panel and represents Reading on CIRIA Council. Milan regularly lectures at the Norwegian School of Management, Tallinn University of Technology, University of Zagreb and University of Ljubljana where he also holds visiting professorship. He has delivered numerous executive courses in the UK, Norway, Finland, Estonia, Mauritius, Slovenia and Croatia. Milan has got more than five years of hands on experience as production director in a precast concrete manufacturing company where he developed a novel short-term planning methodology that led to more than 50% increase in
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profitability. In the past he co-ordinated Scottish Demonstration Projects and was involved in several EU funded projects (ITC Euromaster, E-site, ITC@EDU).

Natalya Sergeeva is a PhD Candidate in the School of Construction Management and Engineering at the University of Reading, UK. She received her MSc with distinction in Construction Management and Economics from The Novosibirsk State University of Architecture and Civil Engineering (Sibstrin), Russia. The main topic of Natalya’s MSc research was water pricing with a particular focus on Russian large water-supply company where she also worked for several years as assistant economist and accountant. Natalya’s Doctoral research is on the influence of personal characteristics on employees’ creative participation or willingness to put forward innovative and problem-solving ideas. As part of her research she is also working on the first of its kind radicality levels framework. Natalya regularly publishes in high profile conferences and is involved in teaching and student administration. Her other interest lies on the learning cutting edge topics such as open innovation, construction and R&D management, innovative behaviour.

Nicholas Nicoli is currently a lecturer at the Department of Communications, University of Nicosia, Cyprus. His research has focused on creativity in organisations, creative industries and television production. He has published on Cypriot digital switchover and public service broadcasting in Cyprus.

Paula Peres has a PhD in the e-learning area. Master in computer science and graduate in Math Computer. She is currently teaching on the computer scientific science area in the School of Accounting and Administration of Porto, ISCAP. She is developing many research activities concerning the Integration of the Information Technologies and Communication in higher education context. She has already participated in some initiatives and courses in blended learning mode and she uses these technologies as a support and to complement her learning practices. She has some books published in the information system area and she has also cooperated in e-learning editions.

René Pellissier holds a PhD in Systems Eng (University of Pretoria) and is Professor of Business Management in the Department of Business Management at the University of South Africa. She has held several executive positions in industry and lectured at most of Southern Africa’s major universities. She has written/contributed to several books, e.g., ‘The Little Statistics Book for (busy) business people’, ‘In search of the Quantum Organization: The IT circle of excellence’, ‘IT make or break issues’, ‘Business Research made Easy’. She was visiting professor in Information Systems in France and Professor of Information Management in the UK. She has been editor of several management journals and guest editor of an IT special issue. She is founder of Ymholiad Pty Ltd – International Research Institute in Leadership and Innovation. She has extensive consulting, teaching and research experience in: Statistics, Informational Engineering, Knowledge Management, Value Chain Management, Operations Management, Strategy, Business and Process Engineering and Scientific Research.

Ruth Bridgstock is Vice Chancellor’s Research Fellow at Queensland University of Technology, and a key researcher within the Creative Workforce Research Program at the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation. Ruth’s research relates to lifelong individual career and organisational development in the post-compulsory education and business contexts of the 21st century. Her PhD research took a longitudinal approach to the investigation of individual and contextual predictors
of graduate employability and early career success in creative sectors. Her current Fellowship project builds and tests theory about the development and deployment of capabilities for innovation in professionals working in the key sectors of science and technology, and the creative industries. The theory will then be used to inform curriculum development and pedagogic practice in university education.

**Samuel T. Hunter** is an Assistant Professor of Industrial and Organizational Psychology at the Pennsylvania State University. His primary areas of research include leadership and innovation management. Within these areas, Dr. Hunter has published over 35 journal articles, books, and book chapters in outlets such as the Leadership Quarterly, the Journal of Applied Psychology, and the Creativity Research Journal. Dr. Hunter has also received funding for his work from agencies such as the National Science Foundation and the Office of Naval Research.

**Sandra Ribeiro** is a PhD Student at Universidade de Aveiro in Multimedia in Education, where she is currently investigating Digital Storytelling in Higher Education. She has a Masters Degree in Multimedia in Education, which focuses on eLearning. Her research interests are eLearning and Multimedia in Higher Education in Language Learning and Student Motivation. Sandra has been a lecturer at School of Accounting and Administration of Porto - IPP, in the Department of Languages and Cultures since the year 2000. She is a member of PAOL – Unit for Innovation in Education, collaborating with the school’s online support unit.

**Scott Cassidy** is a PhD candidate in the Industrial and Organizational Psychology program at the Pennsylvania State University. He received his BS, cum laude, in biology/pre-medical studies at James Madison University and his MA in Experimental Psychology at the College of William and Mary. His research interests include creativity and innovation management, as well as leadership and personnel selection. Within these and other areas, he has published several journal articles and book chapters in outlets such the *Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*.

**Shane Dawson** is the Director of Arts Instructional Support and Information Technology (ISIT) at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. His role focuses on supporting and developing the diverse learning, teaching and technical requirements of the Faculty of Arts. Shane’s research focuses on the application of quantitative data derived from student online activity to inform teaching and learning practice. In particular, Shane’s research has demonstrated the use of student online communication data to provide lead indicators of student learning support, sense of community and course satisfaction. He is currently finalizing a large international project investigating the application of academic analytics and student social network analyses to benchmark student learning engagement. Shane is a lead developer of SNAPP a social network visualization tool for assisting teaching staff in better understanding, identifying and evaluating the impact of learning interventions to improve student engagement, academic performance and creative capacity.

**Siew Khiaw Lim** (M.InfoSys & MA) is currently the vice-principal of Beacon Primary School, one of the future schools under the FutureSchools@Singapore Program. She obtained her B.Sc. from the National University of Singapore and 2 masters in Management of Information Systems and Information Communication Technology in Education from the Central Queensland University, Australia and Institute of Education, University of London, respectively. She has been a secondary school mathematics
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*teacher, senior IT instructor at the Education Technology Division - Ministry of Education (Singapore), and vice-principal of St. Anthony’s Canossian Secondary School. Her areas of interest in research have been in professional development of teachers, electronic portfolio, and assessment.*

**Stefan Werner Knoll** studied Computational Visualistics at the University of Magdeburg, obtaining his Masters degree (“Diplom”) in 2006. He has been working at the Computer Science department of the University of Magdeburg since April 2007 as a PhD student in the research field of collaboration engineering and computer-supported methods for ideation. Since 2008, he is funded by a scholarship from the state of Saxony-Anhalt, Germany. The task of his PhD thesis is to analyze and define requirements for a generic group support system that uses the Collaboration Engineering approach.

**Teresa Rebelo** is Assistant Professor and member of Work and Organizational Psychology Unit of the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences – University of Coimbra. She holds a PhD in Psychology, Work and Organizational Psychology, University of Coimbra, 2006. Her professional activities are related to Pre-graduate and post-graduate teaching activity in work and organizational psychology area, namely in the European Master on Work, Organizational, and Personnel Psychology (WOP-P), supported by the European Commission through the Erasmus Mundus Programme. Organizational culture, organizational learning and corporate social responsibility are her main research interests. She is the author of various book chapters and scientific papers.

**Viktor Dörfler** is a Lecturer in the Department of Management Science at Strathclyde Business School. His research is focused on two interrelated areas: the first covers modeling of personal knowledge and knowledge increase in organizational context; and the second covers knowledge-based expert systems, in particular Doctus KBS (www.viktordorfler.com/doctus/), and related intelligent applications. His most recent research includes developing a typology of personal knowledge, modelling levels of personal knowledge, and examining the rationality of decision takers. Viktor has authored and coauthored two books, four book chapters, several journal papers, and a few dozen conference papers. He holds a PhD from the Strathclyde Business School; prior to which he obtained master’s degrees in Mathematical Engineering, in International Business Relations, in Engineering Education, and an MBA.